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In this note, we prove the existence of solutions for the sweeping process problem
x$(t) # &NC(t)(x(t)) a.e., x(t) # C(t), x(0)=x0 # C(0), where C(.) is an arbitrary
HausdorffLipschitzean multifunction, from I=[0, T] onto the set of nonempty
closed subsets of Rd. This generalizes a well known result of J. J. Moreau, (1971,
in ‘‘Sem. d’Analyse Convexe, Montpelier,’’ Exp. 15) in the convex case.  2000
Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
It is well known that the convex sweeping process (‘‘processus de rafle’’
in French) has been introduced by J. J. Moreau in 1971 [10, 11]. The same
author has given the first existence result for this evolution problem in the
case of convex closed HausdorffLipschitzean moving sets ([10]). He
extended next his result in the case of moving sets of finite retraction (see
[11] for more details). A considerable number of works have been done
after this by several other authors (see [12, 9] for a complete bibliography
on this subject) in different contexts. We could mention that the second
important result in this area has been given in the middle of the eighties by
Manuel Monteiro Marques (see, e.g., [8]) in the case of convex closed
moving sets with nonempty interior.
In this work, we are interested in the existence of solutions for the sweep-
ing process by moving, not necessarily convex, sets. Of course, the normal
cones considered here are Clarke’s normal cones. They seem to offer the
best choice as remarked in [13]. We also can find in [13] a first attempt
to solve the problem of existence solutions by using suitable closed multi-
functions related to the normal cone. In our common work [2], we have
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introduced another approach using the tool of limiting proximal normal
cones. The existence of solutions in [2] is obtained by assuming an addi-
tional closure property of the proximal normal cone of the moving set C(t)
and the method used in the proof there relies on a process close to the
catching up process of J. J. Moreau.
The idea of treating the sweeping process as a viability problem is not
new. The work of Castaing [3] is likely the first one in this direction. The
work of Valadier [14] was more effective. Indeed, the author proves that
the existence of solutions for the sweeping process (in finite dimentional
spaces) follows from classicals viability theorems. Following our recent
result [1] on viability theory, which is partly based on a new extension of
the ScorzaDragoni theorem, we tried for the first time to apply tangency
conditions to the sweeping process. Unfortunately, this approach was
unsuccessful. For us, it seemed that the solution was not far but something
was missing in the tangency condition. It can be said now that the sweep-
ing process is a particular viability problem with a particular tangency con-
dition. The proof we give in this paper relies on a use of the Zorn lemma
for approximate solutions and on a somewhat ‘‘transfinite’’ catching-up
process. Most parts in this proof are similar to the one given in the work
[1]. As a consequence, we obtain a generalization of the result obtained in
[2] without any closure property of the limiting proximal normal cone of
the moving set C(t). It is not clear for us, at present, whether the interest-
ing results of the paper [11] (weak solutions, retractions, etc.) can be
transposed in the context of nonconvex sets or not. We’ll deal with this
question later.
2. PRELIMINARIES NOTIONS AND DEFINITIONS
Let E be a Banach space of norm & .&. We denote by:
v cv(E) (resp. cl(E ); k(E ); ck(E )) the set of all nonempty convex
(resp. closed; compact; convex compact) subsets of E.
v dH , the Hausdorff-distance defined by
dH(A, B) :=max[e(A, B); e(B, A)], A, B/E
where e(A, B)=sup[d(a, B) : a # A] is the excess of A over B, and d(a, B)
=infb # B &a&b&.
v If <{A/E, we set |A| :=e(A, [0]).
v I=[0, T], T>0, a compact interval of R, * the Lebesgue measure
on I and L(I ) is the _-algebra of all Lebesgue measurable subsets of I.
v B(X) the Borel tribe of a topological space X.
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Let C be a closed subset of Rd and x # Rd. We set
projC(x) :=[a # C : d(x, C)=&x&a&]
the metric projection multifunction which is upper semicontinuous. We
recall (cf. [2, 6]) that the set 6C(x) of all normal proximal vectors y to C
at x # C, is the set of all vectors y # Rd such that there exists a scalar _>0
such that
( y, a&x)_ &a&x&2 for all a # C.
One can check that y # 6C(x) iff there exist z # Rd and $>0 such that
y=$(z&x) and x # projC(z). (cf. [2]). The limiting proximal normal cone
(or Mordukhovich cone) of C at x is defined by
MC(x) :=[ lim
i  
yi : \i, y i # 6C(xi), x i # C and lim
i  
xi=x],
that is,
graph(MC)=graph(6C)
(closure in the product space Rd_Rd) where MC (resp. 6C) denotes the
multifunction defined on Rd by u [ MC(u) (resp. by u [ 6C(u)) with the
convention MC(u) :=< (resp. 6C(u) :=<) if u  C.
v Let { # I and ’>0. We denote by J&’ ([0, {]) the set of all
nondecreasing functions %: [0, {]  [0, {] such that %(0)=0, %({)={,
%(t) # [t&’, t], and %(%(t))=%(t) for all t # [0, {]. The set J&’ ([0, {])
consists of ‘‘generalized subdivisions’’ of the interval [0, {] with steps ’.
In this paper, we are interested by the following multivalued version of
the ScorzaDragoni theorem:
Proposition 2.1. Let C: I  cl(Rd) be a multifunction with measurable
graph 1. Let F: 1  k(Rd) be a multifunction such that:
(i) graph(F ) # L(I )B(Rd)B(Rd);
(ii) for every t # I, F(t, .) is u.s.c on C(t);
(iii) there is a measurable function g: I  R+ such that
|F(t, x)|g(t) for all (t, x) # 1.
Then for every =>0, there exists a compact set J= /I with *(I"J=)<= such
that F |1= is upper semicontinuous, where 1= (J= _R
d) & 1.
Proof. Let us set 8(t) :=[(x, y): x # C(t) and y # F(t, x)], t # I. By (ii)
the multifunction is nonempty and closed valued in Rd_Rd. Furthermore
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graph(8)=graph(F ) modulo the identification (t, (x, y))=((t, x), y), so
graph(8) # L(I )B(Rd)B(Rd). By Theorem III.30 (b) of Castaing and
Valadier [5, p. 80] the function
.: I_(Rd_Rd)  R+ : (t, !) [ .(t, !) :=d(!, 8(t))
is separately measurable in t. Furthermore .(t, .) is continuous on Rd_Rd.
So by Theorem 1.3 of [4], for every =>0, there exists a compact set J= /I
with *(I"J=)<= such that . |J=_(Rd_Rd ) is continuous. Applying the Lusin
theorem to the function g(.) we can also suppose that g |J= is continuous. It
follows that g(.) is bounded on J= , so there exists a positive constant M>0
such that |F(t, x)|M for all (t, x) # 1= (J=_Rd) & 1. To prove that F |1=
is u.s.c, it suffices to check that it is closed, and this is an obvious conse-
quence of the fact that . |J=_(Rd_Rd) is continuous.
We shall say that a multifunction F: 1  cl(Rd) has the ScorzaDragoni
property if it satisfies the conclusion of Proposition 2.1.
Lemma 2.2. Let C: I  cl(Rd) be a multifunction with measurable graph
1. Then the multifunctions
6C : 1  Rd : (t, x) [ 6C(t)(x)
and
MC : 1  Rd : (t, x) [ MC(t)(x)
have measurable graphs in (I_Rd)_Rd.
Proof. Let us take [un : n # N] as a Castaing-representation of the
multifunction C. We have
graph(6C)=[(t, x, y) # 1_Rd : __ # Q*+ such that
( y, a&x) _&a&x&2, \a # C(t)]
=[(t, x, y) # 1_Rd : __ # Q*+ such that \n,
( y, un(t)&x) _ &un(t)&x&2]
= .
_ # Q*+
.
n # N
A(_, n),
where
A(_, n) :=[(t, x, y) # 1_Rd : ( y, un(t)&x) _ &un(t)&x&2].
Hence graph(6C) belongs to L(I )B(Rd)B(Rd).
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For t # I, let us denote by Pt the multifunction defined on C(t) by
Pt(x) :=6C(t)(x), \x # C(t)
and let 8: I  Rd_Rd be defined by 8(t) :=graph(Pt), i.e., 8(t) is the set
of all pairs (x, y) # C(t)_Rd such that y # 6C(t)(x). We have graph(8)=
graph(6C), modulo the identification (t, (x, y))=((t, x), y). Hence
graph(8) # L(I )B(Rd)B(Rd). By Theorem III.40 of Castaing and
Valadier [5] the multifunction 8 : t [ 8(t) is L(I )-measurable (in the
sense of open sets). Now we have
graph(MC)=[(t, x, y) # 1_Rd : y # MC(t)(x)].
We remark that
y # MC(t)(x)  (x, y) # graph(Pt)
 d((x, y); 8 (t))=0.
It follows immediately that graph(MC) # L(I )B(Rd)B(Rd).
3. THE MAIN RESULT
In this section, we shall prove the following existence result for the
sweeping process by a moving closed, not necessarily convex, subset of Rd:
Theorem 3.1. Let C: I  cl(Rd) be a multifunction such that there exists
a constant L>0 such that dH(C(t), C(t$))L |t$&t| for all t, t$ # I. Let
x0 # C(0). Then there exists an absolutely continuous function x: I  Rd such
that
x$(t) # NC(t)(x(t)) a.e. on I
(Sw) {x(t) # C(t), \t # Ix(0)=x0 .
Proof. Let us introduce some conventions and notations. For any { # I
and u # L1Rd([0, {]), we denote by u the absolutely continuous function
associated to u defined on [0, {] by u (t) :=x0+ t0u(s) ds, \t # [0, {].
For (t, x) # 1=graph(C), we set
F(t, x) :=co [&MC(t)(x) & LBRd], (3.1)
where BRd is the closed unit ball of Rd.
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In virtue of Lemma 2.2, the multifunction 8: (t, x) [ &MC(t)(x) & LBRd
has measurable graph in (I_Rd)_Rd. Moreover 8 satisfies the properties
(ii) and (iii) of Proposition 2.1. Hence 8 possesses the ScorzaDragoni
property on 1. It follows that the multifunction F=co 8 possesses also the
ScorzaDragoni property on 1. Let =n # ]0, 1], n # N, be a decreasing
sequence of numbers such that limn   =n=0. For each n choose a com-
pact set In /I with *(I"In)<=n such that the restriction F |1n of F to the set
1n=(In_Rd) & 1 is u.s.c. We may suppose w.l.o.g. that the sequence (In)
is increasing, i.e. In /In+1 , \n (otherwise we consider the sequence I$n=
kn Ik). For each n let us take a compact set Jn /In with *(I"Jn)<=n
such that each point t of Jn is a point of density of In . W.l.o.g. we can also
consider that the sequence (Jn) is increasing, that is Jn /Jn+1 , \n.
(A) Let us take ===n and J= :=Jn , I= :=In for some n0 and let us
prove the following lemma:
Lemma 3.2. For each ’ # ]0, 1] there exist %’ # J&’ ([0, T]) and
u’ # L1Rd(I ) such that:
(C.1) \t # I, (%’(t), u’ (%’(t))) # 1, &u’(t)&L.
(C.2) u’(t) # F(%’(t), u’ (%’(t)))+’BRd *-a.e. on J= .
(C.3) \t # J= , %’(t) # J= .
Proof of Lemma 3.2. For each { # I, let us denote by P’([0, {]) the set
of all pairs (%, u) with % # J&’ ([0, {]) and u # L
1
Rd ([0, {]) such that
(3.2) \t # [0, {], (%(t), u (%(t))) # 1, &u(t)&L.
(3.3) u(t) # F(%(t), u (%(t)))+’BRd*-a.e. on [0, {] & J= .
(3.4) \t, t # [0, {[ & J= O %(t) # J= .
Consider the set
P’ := .
{ # I
P’([0, {]).
Then P’ is nonempty since (0, 0) # P’ (where 0 denotes the function identi-
cally nul on [0, 0]=[0]). Let us equip P’ with the following order: if
(%i , ui) # P’([0, { i]) with i=1, 2, then we set (%1 , u2)P (%2 , u2) iff {1{2 ,
%2 | [0, {1]=%1 and u2 | [0, {1]=u1 .
Then it is standard to check that the set P’ is inductive for the order P
(see for instance Benabdellah [1]). By the Zorn lemma the set P’ admits
a maximal element (%*, u*) # P’([0, {*]). Let us suppose by contradiction
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that {*<T. For each h # ]0, T&{*] let us choose xh # projC({*+h)(u* ({*)).
Then we have
u* ({*)&xh
h
# 6C({*+h)(xh)/MC({*+h)(xh) (3.5)
and
"u* ({*)&xhh "=
1
h
d(u* ({*), C({*+h))L. (3.6)
Now we shall construct an element y0 # Rd and {0 # I with {*<{0{*+’.
For this end we consider two cases:
(a) If {*  J= we consider a sequence hn # ]0, T&{*] with hn a 0. By
(3.6) we may suppose that
lim
n   "
xhn&u* ({*)
hn
& y0"=0 (3.7)
for some y0 # Rd. Choose n large enough such that J= & [{*, {*+hn]=<,
hn’ and &((xhn&u* ({*))hn)& y0 &<’ and put {0 :={*+hn .
(b) If {* # J= , since {* is a point of density of I= there exists a
sequence hn a 0 such that {*+hn # I= for all n. Again by (3.6) we may sup-
pose that there exists y0 # Rd such that the condition (3.7) is satisfied.
Furthermore by (3.5) and (3.6) we have
xhn&u* ({*)
hn
# F({*+hn , xhn), \n.
Since {*+hn # I= , xhn  u* ({*) and the multifunction F |(I=_Rd ) & 1 is u.s.c,
we deduce that y0 # F({*, u* ({*)). Now we have to choose n large enough
such that &((xhn&u* ({*))hn)& y0&<’, hn’ and put {0 :={*+hn .
Now with y0 and {0 constructed as in (a) or (b) we define the two
functions:
%*(t) if t # [0, {*]
%0(t) :={{* if t # [{*, {0[ and u0(t) :={u*(t)z0 if t # [0, {*]if ]{*, {0],{0 if t={0
where z0 :=(xhn&u* ({*))hn constructed as in cases (a) or (b) above.
Then we have %0 # J&’ ([0, {0]) and u0 # L
1
Rd ([0, {0]) and &u0(t)&L on
[0, {0]. By the choice of {0 , z0 , and y0 in the cases (a) or (b) it is not
difficult to check that the conditions (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) are satisfied by
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the pair (%0 , u0) in [0, {0]. So we have (%0 , u0) # P’([0, {0]) and by
construction (%*, u*)O{(%0 , u0). This contradicts the maximality assump-
tion on (%*, u*). Hence {*=T and %*, u* are the required functions in
Lemma 3.2.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. (Convergence of Approximate Solutions)
(B) Let us consider a sequence ’k # ]0, 1], ’k a 0. By Lemma 3.2 for
each k there exist functions %k # J&’k ([0, T]) and uk # L
1
Rd ([0, T]) such
that
(C.4) \t # I, (%k(t), uk (%k(t))) # 1, &uk(t)&L.
(C.5) uk(t) # F(%k(t), uk (%k(t)))+’k BRd *-a.e. on J= .
(C.6) \t # J= , %k(t) # J= .
By standard arguments the second part of (C.4) implies that the sequen-
ces (uk) and (uk ) are respectively relatively weakly compact in L1Rd (I ) and
relatively compact in CRd (I ) (equipped with the uniform norm topology).
We may suppose w.l.o.g. that there exist u # L1Rd (I ) and v # CRd (I ) such that
uk  u weakly in L1Rd (I ) and uk  v uniformly on I. Since uk (t)=x0+
t0 uk(s) ds, t # I, we deduce that v(t)=x0+
t
0 u(s) ds, t # I.
Furthermore, we have
&uk (t)&uk (%k(t))&|
t
%k(t)
&uk(s)& dsL.’k .
It follows that limk   uk (%k(t))=v(t). By (C.4) and since the graph 1 of
C is closed, we deduce that (t, v(t)) # 1, t # I.
By (C.5) there exists a measurable function wk : I  Rd such that wk(t)
=0 for t # I"J= and
&uk(t)&wk(t)&’k , wk(t) # F(%k(t), uk (%k(t))) *-a.e. on J= .
Hence wk # L1Rd (I ) and wk  /J= u weakly in L
1
Rd (I ). By Mazur lemma, we
have
(/J= u)(t) # ,
n
co [wk(t) : kn] *-a.e. on I. (3.8)
By (C.6), (%k(t), uk (%k(t))) # 1= (J=_Rd) & 1, \t # J= , and F |1= is u.s.c, so
,
n
co .
kn
F(%k(t), uk (%k(t)))/F(t, v(t)), \t # J= . (3.9)
From (3.8) and (3.9) we deduce now that u(t) # F(t, v(t)) *-almost
everywhere on J= .
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(C) By step (B) for every n0 there exist un # L1Rd (I ) and v
n # CRd (I )
such that vn(t)=x0+t0 u
n(s) ds, (t, vn(t)) # 1 for t # I, and &un(t)&L a.e.,
and
un(t) # F(t, vn(t)) a.e. on Jn . (3.10)
It is clear that the sequences (un) and (vn) are respectively relatively weakly
compact in L1Rd (I ) and relatively compact in CRd (I ). So we can consider
(along a subsequence) that there exist y # L1Rd (I ) and x # CRd (I ) such that
un  y weakly in L1Rd (I ) and &v
n&x&  0 as n  . Since 1 is closed we
have x(t) # C(t) for all t # I. Furthermore it is standard to check that x(t)=
x0+t0 y(s) ds, t # I. Let us fix p0. By the Mazur lemma we have
y(t) # ,
np
co [uk(t) : kn]/F(t, x(t)) a.e. on Jp (3.11)
since Jp /Jn for np and F |(Jp_Rd) & 1 is u.s.c., convex compact valued.
Since the inclusion (3.11) is valid for each p and *(I"p0 Jp)=0, we
deduce that
y(t) # F(t, x(t))/co [&MC(t)(x(t))]=&NC(t)(x(t))
*-almost everywhere on I. That is the existence of solutions to the nonconvex
sweeping process by lipschitzean multifunctions is completely proved!.
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